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Late-stage coarsening of an unstable structured liquid film
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Thin films of poly~styrene-b-methyl methacrylate! diblock copolymersabovethe bulk order-disorder tran-
sition temperature, within a certain thickness range, are structurally unstable on SiOx /Si substrates. They dewet
autophobically, forming droplets on a self-assembled brush. We investigated the late-stage evolution, coarsen-
ing, of the droplets on the brush. The average droplet cross-sectional area^S& increased with time,̂S&}tg. This
was accompanied by a decrease in the number of droplets per unit area with time,N(t)}t2g. We analyzed the
droplet size distribution,F(S/^S&) vs S/^S&, and found that the shape of the curve was virtually identical at
different stages throughout the process. This suggests that a structural self-similarity is associated with the
process. A comparison ofF(S/^S&) vs S/^S& data with distributions based on Ostwald ripening and coales-
cence cluster coarsening~dynamic and static! mechanisms strongly indicates that the dominant coarsening
mechanism involved motion of droplets across the brush and subsequent coalescence, i.e., dynamic coales-
cence coarsening, not Ostwald ripening.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.021601 PACS number~s!: 68.08.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coarsening mechanisms are responsible for the late-s
time-dependent evolution of the morphology of a variety
bulk and thin film systems@1#. In bulk A-B mixtures that
undergo phase separation via a spinodal decompos
mechanism or otherwise, coarsening mechanisms are res
sible for the time-dependent late-stage growth and shap
A-rich andB-rich phases that characterize the microstruct
of the material. When thin films become structurally unsta
and dewet an underlying substrate, subsequently form
droplets, coarsening also accounts for the time-depen
evolution of the shape and size and number of droplets@2#.
In thinly deposited layers of metals on substrates, depen
on the conditions, thickness, temperature, deposition r
and the substrate, different coarsening mechanisms or a c
bination of mechanisms, contribute to the growth of the la
ers @1,3#.

Mechanisms of coarsening include,~1! Ostwald ripening
@4–11# and ~2! coalescence, dynamic and static coalesce
@1,3,8,12–17#. In Ostwald ripening, mass is transferred be
tween stationary clusters of atoms or molecules when at
detach/evaporate from one cluster and diffuse/condense
another cluster in the vicinity.Dynamic coalescenceinvolves
diffusion and subsequent merging of clusters.Static coales-
cenceoccurs due to a fluctuation in the shape of a clus
whose center of mass is stationary. This fluctuation lead
contact and subsequent merging of nearby clusters.

We are interested in the late-stage structural evolution
A-B diblock copolymer thin films that become unstab
dewet autophobically, forming droplets on an underlying c
polymer brush~substrate! layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 1
With this in mind, we begin with brief comments regardin
block copolymer thin films. Below an order-disorder tran
tion ~ODT!, A-B diblock copolymer films form nanoscal
structures of a variety of symmetries~spheres, lamellar, cyl
inders!, depending on the relative volume fractions,f, of the
A andB components comprising the chain. The ODT is d
termined by the total number of segments on the chainN,
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and the Flory-Huggins~energetic! interaction parameter,x
@18#. For example, alternatingA-B-A-B lamellae comprise
the structure of bulk symmetric (f 5 1

2 ) diblock copolymers
when xN.10.5. On the other hand, the bulk structure
isotropic whenxN,10.5.

In thin films, either theA or B component will exhibit a
preferential affinity for the substrate, except in the case o
neutral surface, and for the free surface. The interfacial f
energy per unit area,DF, is a periodic function of the film
thickness,h. Regions of film thickness where the curvature
negative,]2DF/]h2,0, are unstable toward the growth o
capillary wave instabilities@19#. If the copolymer film is be-
low the bulk ODT, surface relief structures, islands, holes
interconnected structures, of height equal to the interlame

FIG. 1. Shown here is a typical AFM image of a PS-b-PMMA
sample (xN,10.5, f 5

1
2 ) that autophobically dewets a SIOx /Si

substrate. Droplets form on a self-assembled brush layer of th
ness 7 nm.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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spacing,L, develop at the free surface if the film thickne
does not meet certain criteria. In symmetric diblock copo
mer films, for example, the topographies develop if the fi
thicknesshÞ(n1 1

2 )L @20–24#. On the other hand, if the
film thicknessh5(n1 1

2 )L, then the surface relief structure
are absent and the surface is smooth. The late-stage coa
ing of the islands and holes has been shown to be gove
by a power-law exponent, suggestive of an Ostwald ripen
mechanism where transport is diffusion controlled@25,26#.
Growth of the interconnected structures in films on patter
surfaces appears to be governed by a larger power-law e
nent, between1

2 and 1@27#.
In this paper we examine the late-stage coarsening

namics of droplets that result from the dewetting of
polystyrene-b-poly~methyl methacrylate! ~PS-b-PMMA! thin
film of thicknessh511.5 nm ~xN57.5 and f 50.5! on a
SiOx /Si substrate. Films, in the thickness rangeL/2,h
,5L/2 (L514 nm), become unstable and dewet autopho
cally @2,21,28,29#. Specifically, droplets reside on a brus
layer of thicknessL/2 on the SiOx /Si substrate. This layer, a
discussed elsewhere, is due to ordering~structuring! induced
into this copolymer by the SiOx /Si substrate@21,28#. We
show that the late-stage coarsening dynamics of these d
lets on the substrate, or brush layer~Fig. 1!, are governed
primarily by a dynamic coalescence process, not Ostw
ripening.

II. EXPERIMENT

A PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer film of thicknessh
511.5 nm was prepared on a SiOx /Si substrate using photo
resist spinner. Toluene was used as a solvent to dissolve
polymer whose total molecular weight wasM520 500
(MPS59800 andMPMMA510 700! and polydispersity index
Mw /Mn51.14. The polymer was purchased from Po
sciences, Inc. Samples were annealed at 170 °C for var
periods of time under vacuum. Atomic force microsco
~AFM! topographic analyses were performed on the sam
quenched to room temperature at specific intervals during
process.

Figure 2 shows AFM images at three different stages
evolution, 215, 405, and 7345 min. The coarsening is evid
in parts ~c! and ~b!. The AFM images (2563256 pixels)
were converted to black and white pixels for image analys
The images were threshold such that black was assigne
the substrate and white to the droplets. The following inf
mation was determined from each image using Clemex
sion image analysis software v2.2~Clemex Technologies
Inc.!. The fractional surface area covered by droplets,f(t),
the average surface area per droplet,^S(t)&, and the number
of droplets per unit area,N(t), were determined at variou
stages during the coarsening of each film. In addition
shape factor,Sf , was determined for the droplets in all th
images. The shape factor is defined such thatSf54pA/P,
whereA is the cross-sectional area of a droplet andP is its
perimeter. We will later use the information from these im
ages to compare the applicability of coarsening models
learn about the mechanism of coarsening.
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III. RESULTS

The fractional surface area covered by polymer,f(t),
initially decreases with time before reaching a const
value, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The time at whichf(t) be-
comes independent of time,tf5200 min, denotes the onse
of the formation of droplets on the substrate. Note that
data in Fig. 2 were obtained fort.tf . The average shap
factor, or roundness factor,Sf , provides a measure of th
relative circularity of planar shapes of the droplets~Sf51 for
a circle!. Sf(t) increases with time before approaching a co
stant value at later times@Fig. 3~b!#. This transition, where
the average shape factor becomes approximately cons
occurs when the polymer surface coveragef(t) becomes
constant~i.e., t5tf!. We further note that whent.tf the

FIG. 2. The evolution of topography of the sample is sho
here at three different times during coarsening. The average dro
size increases with time.
1-2
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LATE-STAGE COARSENING OF AN UNSTABLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021601 ~2002!
height of the droplets is approximately constant. Moreov
the angle of contact of the droplets on the brush is v
small, u51°. This small value ofu has important implica-
tions regarding the coarsening mechanism in this system

The average projected, planar, surface area,^S(t)&, exhib-
its a power-law dependence on time,

^S~ t !&}tg. ~1!

This is accompanied by a decrease in the number of drop
with time,

N~ t !}t2g. ~2!

The magnitude of the exponentg is comparable forN(t) and
^S(t)&, as one would expect if the mass is conserved and
height of the droplets is constant. The value of the power-
exponent from both sets of data in Fig. 4 isg50.18
60.005. That the magnitude of the power-law exponen
much less than2

3 suggests that coarsening might not be e
tirely capillarity driven. This may not be surprising consi
ering that the angle of contact is very small. Knowledge
the power-law exponent alone is not conclusive@8#. We need

FIG. 3. The time dependences of the fractional coverage,f(t),
and of the shape factor,Sf(t), are shown here.
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to examine the process in further detail before any definit
statements can be made regarding possible coarse
mechanisms. We will do two things.~1! We will first deter-
mine the probability distribution describing the droplet siz
and compare them with predictions based on different co
ening mechanisms.~2! Secondly, we will examine ‘‘snap-
shots’’ of the process at different times to identify speci
processes.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Coarsening models

1. Ostwald ripening

Several models have been used to describe cluster gro
on surfaces and in other environments. Ostwald ripenin
limited to systems with low coverage. The clusters are c
sidered fixed spatially and exchange of mass occurs via
oms ~molecules! detaching from the cluster and diffusin
across the surface of the substrate from small cluster
large clusters@4–7,9–11#. Large clusters increase in size
the expense of small ones thereby reducing the total sur
to volume ratio~or the interfacial energy! of the system. The
chemical potential of a cluster is proportional to its radius
curvature, thus large clusters grow while small clusters d
solve. According to this model, there is a critical cluster s
that determines whether a cluster grows or shrinks.

The average cluster size^S& is predicted to increase with
time such that̂ S(t)&1/2;^R(t)&;tb/2. The value ofb de-
pends on whether the rate limiting step for transport is as
ciated with detachment~evaporation-condensation! of atoms
(b51) or by surface diffusion (b52/3). The cluster size
distribution functionF(S,t) is a normalized probability dis-
tribution that defines the number of clusters of each size
fixed area as a function of time. At long times,F(S8) is
independent oft, having a scale invariant asymptotic form
F(S,t)5F(S8), where S85S/^S& is a dimensionless size
For two-dimensional~2D! clusters on a 2D surface,F(S8) is

FIG. 4. The increase average area per droplet,^S&, with time is
described by a power law,^S(t)&;t2/5. The increase in̂S& is ac-
companied by a decrease inN(t), whereN(t);t22/5, as expected.
1-3
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given by the following equation when the rate limiting st
is diffusion of species, andS8,3/2:

F~S8!5

CS82 expS 21
3
2 2S8

D
~ 3

2 2S8!28/9~31S8!17/9
. ~3!

OtherwiseF(S8)50 for S8.0 @8#. C is a normalization con-
stant. When the rate determining step is the detachmen
the atoms from the clusters,F(S8) is given by the following
equation ifS8,2:

F~S8!5
S8

2 S 2

22S8D
4

expS 22S8

22S8D , ~4!

otherwise whenS8.2, F(S8)50.
The shape of the cluster size distribution,F(S/^S&) vs

S/^S&, associated with coarsening due to an Ostwald rip
ing process is shown in Fig. 5. Note that this function is
negatively skewed cure; it is steep at largeS/^S& and has a
tail extending to zero asS/^S& approaches 0. The cluster siz
S/^S& at which the function is a maximum is the critic
cluster size below which clusters are unstable and shrin
size.

2. Coalescence models

In dynamic coalescence~cluster diffusion!, clusters of all
sizes are mobile and growth occurs when clusters collide
coalesce to increase the mean cluster size. This coarse
process is often described using the Smoluchowski equa
which is a mean field rate equation that describes the cha
in cluster density in which the collisions are assumed to
binary in nature@3,12,14#. In this model, the atoms at th
vapor interface of the cluster undergo random Brownian m
tion to change the position of the cluster center of mass.
dependence of̂S& on t is determined by the cluster diffusio

FIG. 5. Theoretical probability density distribution function
F(S/^S&) versusS/^S&, are shown here for coalescence and O
wald ripening models.
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coefficient. The cluster diffusion coefficient depends on
size of the clusters~small clusters are more mobile than larg
clusters! and on effective interactions between the cluste
Coarsening due to coalescence from cluster diffusion is c
acterized by a uniquetime invariantcluster size distribution
functionF(S85S/^S&). The distribution function is different
from those of Ostwald ripening@cf. Eqs.~3! and ~4!#. If the
kinetics are modeled using the Smoluchowski equation,
suming binary collisions, the size distribution function d
scribing the cluster diffusion mechanism can be expresse

F~S8!5
dW~WS8!d~a1121/d!

G~a11!
exp~2WS8!d. ~5!

In this equation,d is the spatial dimension of the syste
(d52 for flat clusters on a surface! and W5G(a11
11/d)/G(a11), whereG is the gamma function. The valu
of a provides information about the mechanism of coars
ing. If the diffusion coefficient exhibits power-law scaling
DS}n2a, wheren is the number of molecules per cluste
The mean cluster size scales as^S&;tg where the exponen
g5d/2 andd51/d(a11). For peripheral diffusion, where
the periphery of the droplet fluctuates in order to facilita
motion, a5 3

2 . For terrace diffusion, where species a
evaporated from the cluster and their motion is limited
diffusion, a51. For motion facilitated by evaporation con
densation of species from the peripheral regions of a clus
a5 1

2 .
Log-normal shaped cluster size distributions, such as

dynamic Smoluchowski coalescence equation~Fig. 5!, are
associated with systems where growth is dominated by
uidlike coalescence. Such distributions are positively skew
curves, with the longer tail extending toward larger clus
sizes. This is due to the fact that the diffusivity of a cluster
size dependent. The large clusters are less mobile than
small clusters and the distribution function exhibits a tail th
extends towards larger cluster sizes.

B. Comparison of coarsening models

The probability distribution of droplet sizes was dete
mined for each AFM micrograph from the values of the tw
dimensional projected surface areaS of each droplet in the
image. For example, Fig. 6 shows a plot of the droplet s
probability distribution at various times of annealing. Th
probability distribution broadens with time. Moreover, a sh
toward larger values ofSoccurs, indicating coarsening of th
droplets. This can be explained by considering that early
the coarsening process the polymer droplets exhibit a r
tively small size distribution. However, as coarsening p
ceeds the breadth of the distribution broadens, indicating
the droplets become less uniform in size with time duri
this stage. This is due to differences in diffusivity of th
different sized droplets.

The droplet size probability distributions at each timet
.tf) is normalized and the functionF(S/^S&) is plotted vs
S/^S& ~Fig. 7!. The distribution is independent of time an
collapses onto one curve. The tail of this curve extends
ward large droplet sizes in the normalized probability dis

-

1-4
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bution F(S/^S&). This is consistent with dynamic coale
cence and is due to the fact that large droplets are less m
than small droplets. This is discussed further below.

In Fig. 8, the experimental droplet size distributions a
compared to the predictions in order to gain further insi
into the late-stage droplet evolution of the samples. The d
points in this figure are averages of the data from Fig. 7
the relevant times. These data show best agreement with
dynamic Smoluchowski coalescence equation, Eq.~5!. The
calculatedR-squared errorR250.96 between the data an
the Smoluchowski coalescence function using parametea
'0.360.1, indicating thatg50.19060.015. Clearly, the
evolution and shape of the distribution function is consist
with the coalescence coarsening model and sugges
mechanism associated with the diffusivity of the individu
droplets. The exponent obtained from fitting this distributi
is comparable to that determined from measurements of
average area,̂S&;t0.18 in Fig. 4. Clearly, the value of the
exponent in Fig. 4 strongly indicates the absence of a ca
larity driven process.

FIG. 6. The size distributions~non-normalized! are shown here
for two different times for droplets from the sample.

FIG. 7. Probability~normalized! density distribution functions
are shown here at different times.
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That g lies between1
5 and 1

6 raises an important issu
regarding the mechanism of transport. A value of1

5 might not
be completely justified in two dimensions but would be
three dimensions usinga51, assuming that the theories a
completely applicable to our system. With this in mind, it
worth noting that our system is not a true two-dimensio
system. The coalescence model described here assume
the system is flat, truly two dimensional, and that coal
cence occurs via binary collisions. Our system involv
droplets@f(t) is nevertheless relatively constant in the r
gime of our experiments,̂S&(t)N(t)'const, and the angle
of contact is small# and the latter assumption involving b
nary collisions is not necessarily always valid in our ca
Hence it is not clear at this point how much one might re
on the precise value of the exponents in order to dictate
mechanism of transport. A study involving films of varyin
thicknesses would provide further insight into this issu
Nevertheless our main conclusion that coalescence instea
Ostwald ripening is the dominant mechanism for coarsen
is confirmed.

Finally, while thedynamic coarseningmechanism is the
dominant mechanism, other mechanisms are opera
though to a comparably lesser extent. First, dynamic

FIG. 9. Regions of the sample where coalescence and Ost
ripening mechanisms occur are identified in this sample. Region
2, 3, and 4 illustrate coalescence whereas region 5 is consistent
Ostwald ripening. Ostwald ripening has a minor contribution.

FIG. 8. The theoretical and experimental distributions are co
pared.
1-5
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RATCHANA LIMARY AND PETER F. GREEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021601 ~2002!
static coalescence coarsening processes are operative. S
in Fig. 9 are two images of droplets at timest53070~a! and
9850 min~b!. The region identified as 1 contains three dro
lets at 3070 min. Later (t59850 min) they merged to form
one droplet. This would be an example of dynamic coal
cence. In region 2 two droplets merged to form a larger o
This could have occurred via a static coalescence proc
with the perimeters fluctuating and touching without eith
cluster moving its center of mass. An Ostwald ripening p
cess is also evident in region 4, where the droplet beca
smaller with time, with its center of mass remaining statio
ary. This mechanism obviously plays a minor role. Based
our analysis of the images, the coalescence mechanis
indeed the dominant coarsening mechanism.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We examined the late-stage evolution of PS-b-PMMA
droplets on a PS-b-PMMA brush. During this late stage
coarsening of the droplets occurred, wherein the aver
droplet size increased with time,^S&}tg, accompanied by a
decrease in the number of droplets per unit area with tim
N(t)}t2g. We analyzed the droplet size distributio
F(S/^S&) vs S/^S&, and found that the shape of the curv
was virtually identical at different times throughout th
coarsening process, suggesting a structural self-similarit
the process. These data were compared with Ostwald rip
ing and coalescence cluster coarsening models. The dyn
Smoluchowski coalescence distribution functionF(S/^S&)
showed best agreement with our data.
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